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Omega 2019: How to Create a Metaphysical Space Online 
 

 

What is a metaphysical space? 

 

 It’s creating an energetic presence in the digital sphere or a genuine connection through tech 

that can be sensed by your audience, students or clients. 

 Some people assume energy can’t be felt through technology, but that’s not the case. 

Empathic or emotional connections, psychic attack, intentions can all be sensed in the digital 

space. 

 The energy with which you send out a newsletter, record a video, do a post, or carry with you 

as you teach online can be intuitively sensed or felt, and can affect the relationships you are 

building in good or bad ways. 

 Same thing if you are offering readings, coaching or healing sessions online. 

 

 

When I transitioned my practice from in-person to online, I had to figure out how to maintain the 

standards of my practice and adapt my work for the digital format. 

 

I found that the digital sphere is not any different from the etheric or energetic sphere – energy is 

information with movement. The digital sphere is built to transmit energy, and is a perfect medium for 

energy work! 

 

 

Why is it important? 

 

 People can feel your vibe and that’s what draws them to you, it attracts authentic followers  

 Works the law of attraction in your favor 

 It helps you to stand out 

 It builds trusted relationships and genuine community, which leads to client and customer base 

building 

 Turns cold traffic (people who are new to you and your work) into warm traffic (people who 

are familiar with you and your work to the point that they value it) 

 It makes your work special/different, and elevates the quality of your offering 

 It carries your intention 

 It helps people to receive your healing energy or presence 

 Especially beneficial for people who are feeling isolated and seeking out connection 

 It makes it feel deeper, more rewarding and enriching for YOU 

 Creates space or a channel for the Divine to come in and flow 
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How’d you do it? 

 

Exercise #1: Creating a metaphysical space 

 

1. Ground your energy, feel your body, connect with the Earth. 

2. Visualize a pillar of light shining down through your crown chakra, through your whole body, 

out through your feet and into earth. Imagine the light shining out from your eyes, heart, hands. 

Invite in any guides, deity, consciousness you wish. 

3. Connect with something you genuinely love, and feel that loving energy build up inside of you. 

4. Imagine a big bubble/balloon/circle spread out in front of you, and let that bubble fill with your 

love energy, just let it spread (don’t force it). 

5. Visualize your client/students/community inside that bubble. 

 

You’ve just created a metaphysical space! 

 

Exercise #2: Creating a metaphysical space in a digital medium 

 

1. Pull out your phone and switch it to video. 

2. Close your eyes, and connect with your feeling of being grounded, your pillar of light flowing 

through you, and the love you feel. 

3. Fill your bubble with your loving energy, and then surround it with pure, high frequency (aka 

divine light). 

4. Visualize a client, class, community in your bubble. Feel gratitude for them being there. See 

them as a luminous being(s). 

5. Now record yourself giving a quick intro, it could be about yourself and your work, your 

purpose or mission statement, what you feel passionate about, for 1 minute. 

6. Watch your video. 

 

Exercise #2.1: Creating an intentioned metaphysical space in a digital medium 

 

1. Align with an intention. It could be the spirit and consciousness of your business, event, or 

offering, the purpose of your session, etc. 

2. If you feel the need, you can say a prayer to help bring you into your zone. 

3. Ground your energy, call in your pillar, connect with your loving energy, and fill your 

bubble, surround it with light. 

4. Visualize someone specific in your bubble – it could be a fave client or student, your best 

friend, someone who believes in you and supports you. Feel gratitude for them being there. 

5. Record your video again, this time speaking specifically to them. 

6. Swap phones with a partner, and watch their video. Receive their energy openly without 

judgement or feedback. 

7. Swap back, and watch your own video. Notice if your energy coming through has changed, 

and if so, how. 
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Exercise #3: Severing the connection 

 

1. Swing your arms in a crossing motion in front of your body and say:  

“I now officially and completely sever my connection to _________(name of client, 

community, etc.)” 

REPEAT 2 more times. 

 

2. Push your hands down in front of your body and say: 

“All other residue I now surrender to _______ (the Light, God/dess, Higher Power, etc.) to 

dissolve and resolve into pure light. And it is so.” 

 

 

How to maintain healthy boundaries 

 

Boundaries: What you do or do not allow (allow is a very powerful word!) 

 

 The benefit of creating a metaphysical space is that it’s neutral, you’re not coming into 

someone else’s space, and you’re not inviting them into yours. It keeps the work clean. 

 You can close it at any time and sever the connection. 

 Have a neutral background for videos or classes; don’t photograph sacred spaces – this invites 

people’s energy in, which can distort your own energy/intention/spatial energy. 

 Always have a person’s permission before connecting with their energy field. 

 Because you’re aligned with high frequencies, it helps to shield your own energy. 

 Have ways to kick someone out of the digital space if they’re making it unsafe for you or 

anyone else. 

 YOU CHOOSE how much you give and how much you don’t! Don’t let anyone bully or 

manipulate you into giving more than what feels comfortable to you or feels like fair exchange. 

 SAY NO to vampires, users, and shamers. 

 AND DON’T FEED THE TROLLS! 

 

 

 

I hope this was of service to you!  

 

Krista 

 

Ps. To learn more about my work or to sign up for my newsletter, you can go here: 

www.krista-mitchell.com or follow me on YouTube or Instagram! 

https://www.krista-mitchell.com/
https://www.youtube.com/c/KristaMitchell
https://www.instagram.com/thekristamitchell/

